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With approximately 83% of American adults 
drinking coffee in some form each and every 
day, coffee is easily the most popular beverage 
in the world (excluding water of course).  

So let’s jump right in and look at 
where most people get it all wrong. 

With so many people also becoming more 
and more health conscious and trying to lose 
weight, it’s amazing that more people aren’t 
taking a good look at this #1 beverage they 
consume so often. 

The wrong cup of coffee can easily set you 
back both in terms of your bodyweight as well 
as your overall health level, according to the 

Journal, who examined the levels of mycotoxins 
in commercial grade coffee.  

“ “

i this is Talor with Peak Performance 
and since I’m not a fan of long ebooks 

let’s get straight to the point and focus 
on the information that will be most 

useful for you and your health right now!
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The Biggest 
UNHEALTHY Mistakes 

People Make With 
Their Coffee
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So in essence, you’re getting the exact 
opposite effect you desired when you 
reached for your morning boost... 
Instead you’re actually setting yourself 
up for a morning crash!

Instead of getting your hit of quality 
physical and mental energy, you’re 
left feeling worse than you did before! 
Which makes you then reach for another 
cup of coffee... and the unhealthy cycle 
only continues to worsen!

Buying organic is not only better for 
the body but it is also better for the 
environment. Natural farming does not 
add synthetic or harmful compounds to 
the earth, making both the food you eat 
and the environment in which you live 
safer for everyone.

Mistake 
#1

T when trying to brew a healthier cup 
is where it all began. Where did those 
coffee beans come from? Gone are 
the days where coffee was organically 
grown on local farms. Today, you’re 
likely picking those beans up from your 
local supermarket or coffee shop, where 
they have come from commercialized 
coffee crops. 

Drinking non-organic coffee has become 
so mainstream these days that it may not 
seem like much of a problem... but keep 
in mind those crops are often sprayed 
with a number of pesticides, leading to 
beans that can be downright toxic for 

This not only lowers the overall health 
qualities of the bean, but it also degrades 
the taste.

What’s more is that most of today’s 
commercial grown coffee is devoid of 
the natural antioxidants found in the 
beans and is more likely to make you 
crash just shortly after you consume it, 
according to a study published in the 
Food Chemistry journal. 

Drinking commercial 

been sprayed with 
pesticides.
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I  remember several years ago I ordered 
an iced coffee from a Starbucks.

As I looked across the counter, I was 
shocked to see the barista pump some 
huge squirts of syrup into my iced 
coffee.

When I asked what he was doing, he 

no sugar or syrup... The standard way 
they make the iced coffee is with syrup 
to sweeten it and make it taste better.

Needless to say, many coffee shops 
don’t give a damn about your health!

No wonder I was left feeling shaky and 
with a huge crash after drinking that 
garbage commercial grade coffee sugar 
bomb!

Mistake 
#2

or other sweeteners in 

Sugar will spike blood glucose levels, 
which then leads to a rapid release of 
insulin into the blood stream.

This is bad for your brain, bad for weight 

your overall health!

And remember, it doesn’t necessarily 
have to be a packet of pure sugar you 

coffee syrup or other sweet tasting 
substances being added will all do 
virtually the same thing.

(Keep reading to learn some great healthy 
alternatives!)
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C creamers are typically highly 
processed and contain unnatural, 
harmful ingredients.

Mistake 
#3

Using Low-Fat Or 

What about low-fat milk? Unfortunately 
low-fat milk can be high in sugar and 
most health experts would tell you to 
use real organic grass-fed FULL FAT 
cream, or Coconut milk instead of skim 
milk.

(Keep reading for our #1 recommended 
healthy creamer below)!
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Swith a number of coffee ‘blends’ to 
choose from. When this is the case, 
walk away from all of them. That’s right. 
Blended coffee, while it may taste alright, 
isn’t doing your health any favors. 

With blended coffee there’s a much 
higher likelihood that at least one of the 
bean varieties that went into that blend 
was contaminated, meaning the entire 
batch is now contaminated. 

Mistake 
#4

Opting For “Blended” 

The United States unfortunately has a 
much lower testing standard for mold 
and toxins on Coffee beans that are 
imported to this country compared to 
Europe.

It’s amazing how popular “Blended” 
coffees have become when most of the 
time you have no clue what the heck 
they are even blending!

Sticking to Single Origin Organic Coffee 
is something that I will be doing for the 
rest of my life. That’s for sure!
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W ait a minute, aren’t I supposed to 
tell you to keep drinking more and 

more coffee everyday so that you keep 
buying more and more coffee. 

Well that’s not what I’m about.

I was amazed to learn that the national 
average among coffee drinkers is 3 cups 
per day! And I recently had a friend tell 
me that he drinks 5 cups a day!

Why do you think that is?

I’ll tell you why... It’s because most 
people drink crap commercial coffee 
that has been sprayed with pesticides… 
And to make it worse they add sugar or 

If you are drinking a healthy cup of clean 
single origin organic coffee like the way 
we recommend below, you won’t need 
more than 1 cup per day (2 at most if 
you’re a heavy coffee drinker).

You won’t get the jitters, you won’t get 
the crash, and you won’t get the craving 
for more coffee.

Mistake 
#5

Drinking more than 1-2 

Instead, when you now become a “clean 
coffee drinker” you’ll have more energy, 
think better, and achieve your peak 
performance every day.

Look, I can’t imagine my life without 
coffee… I would be a miserable zombie 
walking around half-asleep everyday if I 
didn’t get my daily morning cup...

But because I drink a clean cup and I eat 
clean, I only need 1 cup a day to operate 
at my peak performance.
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How To Make A 
Healthy “Clean Cup” 

Of Coffee
So now that you know what NOT to do...

Let’s look at what you CAN do to enjoy 
a great tasting CLEAN cup of coffee 
everyday!

Remember, coffee provides the biggest 

most Americans and also has high 
concentrations of phenolic nutrients, 
chlorogenic acids, and other healthy 
compounds. Just make sure you follow 
these recommendations when drinking 
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1
ALWAYS Go Organic + Higher Altitude Is Better

 
Non-Organic Coffee beans tend to be heavily sprayed with pesticides, herbicides 
and various toxins that were never intended for human consumption.

One of the many health risks with these chemicals is that some pesticides 
can act as “xenoestrogens” in your body, disrupting hormone balance for both 
men and women.  Chronic xenoestrogen exposure can also be one cause of 
“stubborn abdominal fat” in both men and women.

So while eating organic as much as you can is important with most foods, it’s 
ESPECIALLY important with coffee!

In addition, the higher the altitude the coffee is grown at, the denser the bean. 
You may have heard the term “strictly hard bean” (SHB) - which denotes an 
especially dense, high-altitude coffee. Our Peak Performance Organic Coffee 
grown in the Guatemalan Highlands is a perfect example of this. This higher 
elevation bean is harder (more dense), and thus of a higher quality, or grade .
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2
Use Unsalted Grass-Fed Butter Instead Of 

 

like unsalted grass-fed butter, and rightly so. Many people have been reporting 
that they are LOSING weight by eating more healthy fats and cutting down on 
sugar and carbs. What’s more is that it’s good for your brain and your mental 
and physical energy!

I personally buy Kerrygold unsalted grass-fed butter which can be found at 
most Whole Foods. Credit due to Dave Asprey for educating so many people 
on the importance of this healthy fat, and how GREAT it tastes when mixed in 
a blender with your coffee!

I know putting Coffee in a blender with unsalted grass-fed butter might sound 
weird but it tastes AMAZING and is MUCH healthier than using milk, skim-

the fuss is about!

Add 1-2 tablespoons of unsalted grass fed butter and when you blend it with 
your coffee it will look like this...

creamer options include real organic grass-fed full fat cream or Coconut milk. 

Organic Valley has a 
grass-fed full fat cream 

whole foods as well.

Adding one of these 
healthy creamers gives 
you the taste you love 
while these healthy fats 
prolong the energizing 
effects you get from your 
coffee!
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3
Use Organic Cinnamon Instead Of Sugar, 

Syrups, Or Flavored Coffee
 

unsalted grass-fed butter is healthy and tastes yummy on it’s own... but if you 

sprinkling on a bit of organic cinnamon for some more healthy antioxidants!

Cinnamon will naturally add some sweetness and further help control your 
blood glucose levels. It’s also a rich source of chromium which helps support 
healthy blood sugar levels and can help ward off sugary cravings. Cinnamon 
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DISCLAIMER

The ideas and suggestions written in this eBook are provided as general educational 
information only and should not be construed as medical advice or care. All matters 
regarding your health require supervision by a personal physician or other appropriate 
health professional familiar with your current health status. Always consult your 
quali�ied personal health care provider before making any dietary or exercise changes. 
Peak Performance Life LLC, disclaims any liability or warranties of any kind arising 
directly or indirectly from use of the material provided in this eBook. If any medical 
problems develop, always consult your quali�ied personal health care provider. Only 
your physician can provide you medical advice. Peak Performance Life LLC does not 
control nor can they guarantee the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of 
this information. Neither is it intended to endorse any view expressed nor re�lect its 
importance by inclusion in this eBook.


